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Honeymoon is the most important phase in the life of
the two people who are beginning a life-time together.
With cliché options like Goa and Kerela not seeming very
attractive, many youngsters are opting for other Indian
destinations. Here is our pick for the most sought after
Honeymoon destinations in winter.

Romancing in
Ranthambore

The contemporary architecture and finest hospitality makes 1589 Abhyaran, located in the outskirts of the city of Ranthambore the best choice in Ranthambore. Perks of being in the resort is not only enjoying the beauty of the resort
but also calming your nerves, rejuvenate and pampering yourself. Couples can
reinvigorate at the spa which is bound to help ease out all the tension and instill
a refreshed spirit. You can also relax yourself enjoying the beautiful swimming
pool overlooking the mountains.
Spend your holiday in the best possible way along with the verdant surroundings of nature. Combine leisure and luxury in the middle of nature for a holiday
that you will always remember.

Breathtaking Bikaner

Any trip to Rajasthan is paradise for honeymooners. Bikaner has rich culture and
historical heritage, it is city of temple, forts, museum, and palaces. What can be
more romantic than sitting on camelback and exploring the countryside? One
will get ample opportunities to create memories, to last for a lifetime. Witness
the lifestyle of traditionally-clad men and women. If you are a shopping freak visit Purana Bazar for purchasing tasty Bikaneri snacks and Rasgullas. Also, don’t
forget to pick embroidered/camel leather mojris or sleepers, bags, and carpets.
Umaid Safaris By Parfait is the place to experience the magic of the desert:
located on the edge of the Bikana, with nothing but desert nature in sight, all
structures are built to co-exist with nature. They have a unique restaurant onsite,
offering local homemade cuisine, and our own Organic Farm where they produce things like wheat, Millet, Milk, Egg, Vegetables! So newly weds can showcase their culinary skill by cooking something special for the loved one. They
can also do a lot of outdoor activities together, from hiking to biking and visiting
the local Rajasthani community. Experience thus magic of the Thar Desert with
its wildlife and its culture, a culture without borders.

Get cozy in
Corbett

With its great location, pristine surroundings and some amazing tourism options, Corbett is an excellent destination offering a perfect blend of tourism and
relaxation that one looks forward to on a Honeymoon. A drivable distance from
most of North Indian cities and good rail connectivity, Corbett is convenient to
reach. Proximity to many beautiful hill stations allows clubbing a hill destination
to make the honeymoon more interesting. Idyllic location and intimate setting
makes The Golden Tusk an exclusive option to spend some quality time with
your loved one. The resort offers some excellent itinerary options to choose between an Adventurous or a Romantic getaway or balance it by choosing best of
both the moods. While the Wild Jungle Safari, Energizing Nature Walks, Adventure Activities will give some adrenaline rush to the newly-weds; a couple spa
therapy, a lazy drink by the jacuzzi pool, a private riverside picnic, a personal
guitarist evening will let the romance take over. Close the day with a private
candle-lit dinner at their signature water-dining experience that promises an
evening of sheer bliss where your wish is your butlers’ command.

Jazzy
Jodhupur

Jodhpur is beautiful place for honeymoon couple, it has all the flavors which a
newly wed will enjoy. From ancient forts and palaces to golden sand, this city
has all. It is like entering into parallel world of royalty. The golden sand with
star-studded sky presents you an exclusive environment where one can sit and
talk to the better half at length. Just 20 Kms. (30 Minutes Drive) from these main
tourist attractions is Pukhraj Garh a new Boutique Heritage Retreat where couple can enjoy their solitude, far from pollution and have some me time together.
The property provides many opportunities like swimming pool, nature walk, jeep
safari, village walk, camel safari. Jodhpur is also heaven for shopping, newly
weds can easily pamper each other.

Captivating Coorg

Coorg, officially called Kodagu, is the most sought after and popular hill station
of Karnataka. Lying serenely amidst high mountains, Coorg’s landscape stays
misty throughout the year. With its verdant hills Coorg is an experience waiting
to enchant you with the unbridled magic of the Western Ghats. Picture this,
lungfuls of clear forest air. Green, so lush that it awakens the dormant poet in
you. Space that makes you feel like yourself again. And then surprise waterfalls
that turns your heart into a gleeful child. The morning mist unravels to awaken
you to the birdsong and forest dialogue.
With a resplendent nature that seems to embrace from all directions, a stay at
WelcomHeritage Ayatana will be nothing short of enriching the mind, body and
soul. At Ayatana, you can let the world drift away as you enjoy the exotic surroundings - the spectacular mountain backdrop, unspoiled wilderness, gushing
streams, thundering waterfalls, a truly mesmerizing landscape. WelcomHeritage
Ayatana offers 53 well-appointed rooms, each offering a spectacular show of
Coorg’s dreamy scapes. The restaurant fills the soul with views of a gregarious
river, while our chefs prove a worthy gastronomic match to the view.
The hotel is characterized by- beautiful private waterfalls, infinity swimming pool
facing the waterfall and the forest. Five minutes from the famous Mallalli waterfalls, stream flowing through the property, unlimited treks with well-known
trekking paths around (pushpagiri), highly secluded and super exclusive.

Mindblowing
Mcleodganj

Staying at a hill top resort is a blissful experience for honeymooners. GenX Great
Himalayan Resort, Mcleodganj is a beautiful resort located in the lap of the hills.
The resort is situated close to the Bhagsunag temple and waterfalls and offers a
holiday experience that will definitely make you come back for more. ‘Tents’ at
Genx Great Himalayan resort Mcleodganj are ideal for couples, these tents let
you experience the beauty of the hills and the grandeur of nature. Gaze at the
stars and smell the fresh dew on the grass with your partner, all as you unwind
at the best resort in Mcleodganj. The resort is well connected to key attractions
of Mcleodganj including Bhagsunag Waterfall, Triund Hill, Sunset Point and
Bhagsu Nag Temple, and ensures that you don’t have to travel too far to experience the most popular site of Mcleodganj.

Bewitching
Bishangarh

A magnificent architecture from the royals of Jaipur Gharana, Alila Fort Bishangarh is a place straight out of a fairytale. Perched on top of a granite hillock,
surrounded by beautiful Aravalli hills, Alila Fort Bishangarh is an incredibly romantic place and totally deserved by newlyweds after the hectic wedding planning. With all the amenities, the fort has been preserved in its royal architecture
that makes it a rare and one-of-a-kind honeymoon option. Each of the 59 suites
has been designed to make the most of the stunning landscape that surrounds
the fort.
The remote location of Alila Fort Bishangarh is the perfect place for utter seclusion. It offers an array of options for couples to choose from – Spa Alila’s
couple treatment where you can indulge in yourself and your loved one with a
rejuvenating and relaxing full body treatment followed by curated bath experience with bottle of Prosecco and a private and personalized dining experience
where our chef will tailor a menu just for you to be enjoyed in any of the Fort’s
mesmerizing locations.

